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INTRODUCTION
Australia is starting to come out of a very dark emergency in the course of which a Prime Minister
with a rickety record made many more mistakes. Now the challenge is to repair the blunders
and set a course of “repair” and “improvement” which will see Australia becoming
more equitable, more prosperous, and cleaner and safer to live in.

This booklet explains how Australia got into trouble and better ideas of how to recover and set
a world example. It is in two parts: the solutions which the Australian people should have the
opportunity to understand and discuss, including new budgetary processes to assist with
“targeted and proportionate” (which the Government has been unable to achieve) & save lives;
and the impediments to that, being the people and processes which cause us grief including
the Coalition Governments in Canberra and Sydney & the National Cabinet and NCC.
Treasurer Frydenberg has snookered himself again, he will not listen. The Novel Coronavirus
invasion of Australia peeled back the smoke covering weaknesses in governmental performance
that had been concealed by media chums. “The Emperor has no clothes” settled on the PM
Morrison and Premier Berejiklian. That they got further into trouble was no surprise but that they
oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Industry groups disregard SMEs.
Australia is working through the COVID-19 (or Novel Coronavirus) crisis in two broad ways:
Ø The medical emergency is largely handled by professionals and progress is being made, but the
political classes are under-estimating the viciousness of the bug in both concealed and rampant
modes, lobbies remain unduly aggressive and unknowing, while poor spatial systems are
increasing the risk of spreading
Ø The economic emergency is being madly mismanaged by politicians, in a doctrinaire manner,
with not one prominent economic administrator to be seen. Talk of a “new economy”
dissipated in the face of vested interests. Past budgets and MYEFOs were wasteful and
ineffective as will be the next one - see companion document. As in the rorts and bushfire
confusions, better options are being ignored which means avoidable ~
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Gaps in OECD-mandated climate, tourism, 2. Distress among classes of citizens which are disadvantaged
food & accommodation, education and IT
by erratic governmental decisionmaking
opportunities (among others) - “over the 3. Delays in delivery of health services but also failure to revive
following few months” as described by PM
regional SME-based employment
Morrison but forgotten by the media,
stronger recovery is possible & necessary 4. Waste on opaque rorts and redundant projects, and underfunding of critical health services

Mistakes developed in systemic ways over a decade or so, leading to poor use of technology and “planning”,
as well as:
•
•
•

The economic side of the Corona response has been disastrous and is getting worse contra-OECD and
particularly in regional economies.
The “dog whistling” politics have been horrendous and damaged .
Governance has been a sloppy miscellany of conflicted interests and exclusion of “engagement”.

There is much to learn! The booklet describes ways of better handling broad and spatial health and economic
systems so that risks and interruptions are minimised. The model comprising alert app and SOP procedures by
Level of controls together with revised budgetary and health guidelines will be known as the “Murray/Gibbons
Template”. See especially pp 26-7.
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Local communities will make “local solutions to local problems” an accepted mantra. Councils are
received bits of funding but can make a real difference to data quality in the new “MEEFO”. The
booklet also provides guidelines for improving fairness and intergenerational equity.
OECD’s Economic Outlook of June 2020 was said by Treasurer Frydenberg to rank Australia as bestin-class in terms of economic policymaking. Au contraire m’sieur, the OECD has provided a
template for describing the Australian situation more clearly. The conclusion is the opposite: if the
current regime continues, each of the 6 key OECD “directions” will be corrupted further, harming
current and future generations.
Politicians and journalists are reinforcing each others’ misconceptions. There are three main topics
to be debated and one is being suppressed completely - the most critical in NSW. Both of their
majorities are attacking capricious and incompetent behaviours to the extent they can see them;
and both have a naïve optimism about the prospects of a laissez-faire health regime.
Neither are properly understanding the history – what went wrong and why? and what are better
“options” – indeed, there is a perverse determination to not “repair” as the lack of “planning” for
the future is in the hands of the people who made the mistakes and who ensure that their doors are
locked against genuine planners.
NOTE TO 2ND EDITION:
On 1 October the PM leaked the relevant policy context from next week’s Budget to David Crowe of
the Nine group and others, who went straight into churnalism mode. He continued with the
partisan and vested corporate interest directions that underpinned the NCCC from the beginning.
He rejected the OECD in deliberately eliminating food and accommodation services, tourism, arts,
environmental and technological improvements, all being SME-oriented with high employment
multipliers - as PM John Howard repeatedly said. (Morrison was also reported as attacking the
NSW Minister for the Environment for not loving gas which is the dominant theme in public media;
and was attacked by the medical profession for under-funding health which is the admitted
outcome of Berejiklian’s debt-driven infrastructure.)
Morrison’s words were:
•

•

•

Targets: resources technology & critical minerals processing; food and beverage
manufacturing; medical products; clean energy and recycling; defence; and space. The
grants will only be offered to companies in the six priority areas and will be conditional on
industry committing $3 for every $1 in public funds, with the new money adding to an initial
round of funding last April.
The $1.5 billion is new money to be spent over four years on three components including a
Manufacturing Modernisation Fund, which will offer $52.8 million in grants to local
companies within three months. The government estimated the last funding round would
create 2600 jobs and the next round could do the same. Companies can apply for amounts
between $100,000 and $1 million.
The second component will be a $107.2 million Supply Chain Resilience Initiative to identify
areas where Australia needs a domestic capability for emergencies, a problem exposed in
medical products during the pandemic. The third and largest component will be a $1.3 billion
Modern Manufacturing Initiative, which will open in the ﬁrst half of next year to offer grants
for major projects. In the same way the government allocated $150 million last year to
support Australian space companies work with NASA, the new fund is meant to attract big
investors from overseas and build "economies of scale" in local production.
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Note the amounts are miniscule and deferred, and are unlikely to succeed in an industriallycompetitive world where Australian businesses have been further weakened through the
lack of stimulus.
•

One day after Labor leader Anthony Albanese accused the Prime Minister of dodging
responsibility for the "Morrison recession" and being too slow to help those in need, Mr
Morrison will promise a budget that can "cushion the blow" of the pandemic. The
government's argument is that other countries have been hit much harder and that 700,000
more jobs would have been lost in Australia were it not for federal stimulus measures.
(Note: this mirrors Frydenberg’s statement in the previous week, effectively abandoning
stimulus and going for goose feathers.)

On the basis of the content, and remembering this document contains genuine STIMULUS, we can
say the media have failed again; and the Government has sunk deeper into the rejection of the
OECD’s stimulus recommendations and the Howard/Costello Charter of Budget Honesty.
Key Points from the record:
1. COVID-19’s peril was underestimated and pre-Corona politics proved to be unsustainable,
especially NSW’s and Tim Wilson’s et al’s aggressive attitude to trading & border restrictions
2. The processes of “recovery” will take a long time, with varying degrees of need as the Corona
beast reveals itself, as and if the Governments improve their knowledge of realities:
a. SMEs that folded might be encouraged to come back better than ever, on a targetted &
scalable model which Governments are incapable of understanding currently
b. SMEs that rolled on will need support in re-hiring, re-stocking, re-opening and re-training in
this changed economy, add risk of re-closing for 2 or more years – scalable & reliable?
c. Sectors reliant on international and interstate traffic will need more time than those on
trekking routes and along coasts, lakes and rivers, subject to increased testing
3. Recent stimulus tranches were late, poorly “planned”, targetted and measured, and were
regarded with scepticism, especially as mistakes and waste were revealed, with future
“targetting” being unsuccessful without better data / reporting
4. The food, accommodation, arts and recreation streams are vital to regional economies as will be
shown, and a better style of decisionmaking is available, if the Governments listen and adopt the
recommended approach and ideas here, with proper attribution and respect for copyright.
Failing that, they cannot deliver a credible package. Repeating mistakes is dumb.
The effect is, we “have no plan” and that no side or facet of politics and journalism can justify their
positions on such unresolved issues of national significance as
•

Accelerating the strengthening of the roles of major centres and regions so as to achieve
powerful economic and governance outcomes – a stimulus reality

•

Resolving and planning port, Inland Rail, urban metro, fringe motorway and “debt lake”
directions through a reformed Infrastructure Australia and properly-focussed National COVID19 Coordination Commission – a productivity reality

•

Washing the nation clean of the stains of trickery, thievery and economic betrayal - a
democracy reality.
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COVID-19 started its destructive path through Australia from very late
January 2020, and the “borders were closed” on 20 February, but it took
until 18 March for the “human biosecurity emergency” to be declared,
which was the effective start of social distancing. (Queensland moved from
29 January.) The PM is said to be a tourism expert but was that true when
the pressure was on? In fact, there was a delay of 2 months in getting
support to general businesses, leading to the avoidable loss of about
1,400,000 jobs, but worse was to come in the tourism and accommodation
sectors, added to the PM’s failure to listen to the fire chiefs and to re-equip
the RFS.
Small businesses have changed, as Telstra’s TV ads say, they had to, but the
National and NSW Governments are missing in action: there is no Federal
SME scheme and the NSW $10,000 was almost irrelevant given the costs
of struggling-on in a shadow “hibernation”. SMEs have no fat. Tourism,
food and accommodation got the lowest priority, even in fire-damaged
areas. This document turns that around, through better local incentives
and local governance, in accordance with subsequent OECD advice.

Importantly, the need to “open up” information and decisionmaking processes is emphasised so
that the “Canberra Bubble” effects are reduced, including building-in blunder checking and better
expertise. The confusion about rules and procedures is profound and must be corrected.
Once a system of governance is corrupted through association with multiple, sometime
competitive, vested interests, within government and with lobbies and corporates, the objectives,
inputs, outputs and outcomes of that system can be impossible to see and difficult to intuit.
So it is in Australia where the multi-layered structures of government interact, in normal through to
apparently new modes that arose from Australia’s PM Scott Morrison. Each layer has its own
vested interests, even of the pro- and anti-China type.
Decisions are being made without medical or economic evidence or analyses. They turn into
disappointment and worse soon after they reach escape velocity. The wastrels making the
blunders get promotions. Ministers cannot understand their own portfolios. PMs and Premiers
(some of) get cranky and even more erratic. The pro- and anti-lockdown battle has the intensity of
anti-vax attitudes, with threats of violence coming from re-awakened (“dog whistled") extremists.
It is happening because PMs Turnbull and Morrison, and Premiers Baird and Berejiklian, are the first
in history to systematically disenfranchise an Australian citizen, without due cause but with
deliberate malice, and will not discuss anything of the situation. They also reject “science” in
management and medicine in economic assessments. This is about public benefits and private
justice: sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.
Now the controversies are so complex and diverse, the task is to unravel the shorter-term issues in
the context of the long run, to interpolate and interpret. Mistakes made are not being “repaired”,
a big one has been “restored” but in a dysfunctional direction. No agency or individual is properly
assessing how to manage the disease while keeping communities functioning, as no Government is
impartial or understands LOCALISM. The virus will continue but we haven’t even started to make
communities more “resilient” - which I do in the scheme.
The COVID-19 crisis cannot be assumed to have an easy fix or short duration on earth. “Herd
immunity” has been debunked, the life of the virus in the air is maybe 18 hours not 8 and is
aerosoled, not just breathed. Due diligence and risk management systems are ignored by
inexperienced politicians. We were all but promised there would be no second closedowns, but
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that has happened already; while the ferocity of the Melbourne outbreak presages further
mutations of the evolving virus series.
Democracy requires a representational legitimacy that is lacking in the National Cabinet, the
National COVID-19 Coordination or whatever-it-is-today, and the centralisation of crony largesse
within the invisible bailiwicks of the NSW Premier and the PM.
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THE AUSTRALIAN EVALUATION OF EFFECTS STARTED IN THE MURRAY RIVER ZONE
AS DID THE DESIGN OF COUNTER MEASURES [HERE].

Political Context & Overview of Scheme
On 28 February a senior Health official said “There really was no national leadership at that point”.
On 13 March Health officials sandbagged COAG, annoying Morrison who was intending to go to the
football even though he was imposing crowd limits on that very day. It took until the 18th for the
“human biosecurity emergency” to be declared, which was the effective start of social distancing.
(Queensland moved from 29 January.) The Premiers sandbagged him on the 22nd over business
closedowns and pushed a national approach.
Along with pressure from this analyst, action happened on 30 March but it proved to be
unsuccessful. On 23 July NCCC was abolished but wasn’t! It kept going in a secretive manner to
achieve grosser and more damaging ends.
The Liberal & National Parties, the Labor Party, the Business Council of Australia, the Institute of
Public Affairs, the Centre for Independent Studies, the Menzies Research Centre, and other national
and state lobbies including the legal, planning, architectural and environmental lobbies all bear
responsibility for diminished standards and selfish mercenary motives.
PM Morrison had a tourism marketing background albeit of dubious achievement. It is difficult to
work out what the Morrison Government is up to - in December 2019 it set up a $100 m bushfire
recovery fund and has not spent any of it, while families around Tathra are still not compensated
and re-housed. In Jan '02- it gave $45 m to advertising to recover from the fires, which we haven't
seen (waiting for Senator Birmingham to advise), and $10 m to create new attractions in bushfireaffected areas. None can be said to be relevant.
On 12 March $1 billion was gifted but no trace of it was found on the Minister's website - it will turn
up, I'm sure. In late September '20 they gave $150 m to tourism advertising - is the earlier money or
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new money, and what can it possibly do to help the SME sector - given the strident calls of 95% of
sector employment But this is a mad person's breakfast alright.
The Treasurer has been in a pickle from his first Budget. I sliced and diced that in public and he has
had no recourse, except to cancel MYEFO 2019, defer the 2020-21 Budget, defer Parliament but then
cancel 2 weeks as another attack was under way - leading to October '20 and rumours of more
infrastructure. See the background here - https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/josh-crashed
We shall see if he makes any more sense than before but the odds are on NO and the pre-budget
bomb will explain how he is failing to implement OECD recovery guidelines.
Right upfront, as explained in the companion document, the basic mechanics of recovery failed.
Payment methods were too slow, too cumbersome and complicated, and too fixed - not "scalable".
(The massive gaps and corrupt leakages from various stimulus sub-routines like housing and
JobKeeper are in the Budget critiques).
Nothing has changed. So in addition to the policy and process improvements outlined in the above
download (c), here is an initiative to make national Budget decisionmaking more relevant (it
includes aspects I introduced in the State Government to the praise of the then head of Treasury,
Professor Percy Allan):
•
•

•

•

update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting" spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document)
a special advisory panel , Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the NCC
under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME activities
across various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I based
monthly reports on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items will be
critical
a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook",
this to get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the full,
engaging councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on the
current proper 6/12-month basis
active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure probity
(better than JobKeeper's).

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might
well be improved through agency and community engagement. There is much more as you will
find.
The Treasurer released his July 23 “decision” on 21 July, the heat is on. It is a crippling failure as
will be explained in the full booklet. Stimulus should be about healing and rejuvenating, not
putting band-aids on self-inflicted bruises.
The PM cannot say “infrastructure is stimulus” if he ignores infrastructure disasters in his own
electorate ,which is a low performer in food and accommodation, arts and recreation. He said the
stimulus is to be “in the following few months” which means NOW if “stimulus” is to be credible.
Existing areas need a kick-up before we can ease up.
Corona means areas will close, re-open and be threatened again: closure is a rare thing usually
associated with bushfire, flood and environmental disaster, but Corona is “invisible” and
extremely dangerous. Moreover, governments are used to treating classes of beneficiaries such
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as through tax concessions – where relative merit (neediness) is not material. So “scalable” will
be the key concept; and the Governments have to understand that on/off is likely to be the norm.
The Morrison Government is said to be sticking to turnover-tests and to offering loans. Both are
questionable. There are no mechanisms for reliable measurement of corporate prosperity; and
the reliance on the current form of BASs produces dysfunctional results. NCCC and even the Tax
Office and certainly the Reserve Bank are lost in space, unskilled and inexperienced in governance
challenges. Business owners will be reluctant to take on debt when uncertainty is so dominant in
their thinking.
Melbourne is the current focus but the next might be Perth or Adelaide or Darwin or …. Pipelines
and city infrastructure delay regional improvements including better options for fast trains. In
real regions, antique shops with cafes attached are different to pubs with local clientele. Super
funds are out of touch with due diligence risk analyses as seen in port and logistics studies.
Understanding regions and SMEs together is probably beyond centralised governments, which is
the message of UK Localism, but the task is real. (Angus Taylor’s City Deals are a weak
corruption.)
The River Murray connects across central NSW and into Queensland (the Grey Nomad trek) as the
following RMS map shows. It seems the case study here was the first and drove NCCC, which is
shameful. NSW’s “Capital Country” is an inland economy which includes Canberra and many
tourism destinations. The South Coast has coastal and inland communities; as do the three
Queensland regions. Each is an important building block in the tourism economy.
The “Morrison’s Backyard” case study shows how a PR-focussed Government can have
disastrous implications (anti-stimulus) for a large metropolitan community. The dreadful
Corona crisis had PM Morrison again dipping into his “infrastructure stimulus ” bag but came up
only with Inland Rail, a pipeline across the other side of the continent, and Victorian highway
upgrades.
IT WILL NOT INCLUDE THIS ANALYST’S GOANNA BRIDGE, MANDURAH FAST TRAIN MODEL, BONDI BEACH
EXPRESSNET, OR BRIGHTON-LE-SANDS’ REVIVAL – ALL POTENTIALLY INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS AND STRONGLY
SUPPORTIVE OF THE TOURISM ECONOMY.

I’m apolitical and non-political and have devoted my life to these outcomes., as you know through
my correspondence, my musings on social media and my websites. The nation can judge whether
I’m fit for purpose, bring it on ….
The governments did not have science & economics enough to escape making mistakes, and still do
not. The focus of policy-making is the PM’s office, with only his most trusted confidantes present
– none of whom have qualifications or practical experience in regional revival. It’s all “make it up
as we go”. Massive calculation and design errors were made such as in childcare, JobKeeper
(quantum and almost 2 million receiving more than had been in employment), casuals and lowinterest loans. The National Cabinet has changed the cooperative framework but will always fail
when confronting NSW’s and Victoria’s pre-set directions. Solutions are set out in the companion
volume and at stimulus-stupidity.com.
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The actions of NCCC have led to my barrier being erected, to force the Government to
redress its theft of this analyst’s work – they have been snookered on stimulus as you will
see. They will now negotiate in normal commercial terms, or repeat their previous 5+
stimulus disasters, in the full light of day. Any breaches of copyright will produce an
immediate invoice to the PM, in the amount he knows about.
After all, $40 billion spent on a dud project in Sydney is probably $20 billion not spent on more
productive projects elsewhere in the State, with that other $20 billion having better options in
Sydney. All due to Berejiklian’s intervention in June 2012, extended to Canberra. In short, the
release of this document is in line with PM Turnbull’s recommendations. The companion
document will be released on the 2nd, so PM Morrison cannot steal it. Again.
Regions can sink into economic trouble through shifts in long-term local conditions compared
with competing districts’. What is needed, in addition to economic competence, is “evidence” –
data to track progress, identify trouble spots, and measure progress. Portland, Oregon, and
Detroit, are examples of regions that recovered through searing self-honesty. Victoria released
its Regional Cities Victoria – Growth Framework & Diagnostics Tool in mid-2013. Ms Giuseppe from
Tourism Accommodation also said that “Consistent and reliable data in the regions is an absolute
priority for potential investors, and TAA recommends that Destination NSW invests in improved
data collection initiatives to support tourism sector development”.
The “tourism economy” is a top-down to bottom-up sector in terms of demand and supply. It has
big sites such as the airlines and metropolitan tourism centres, but also thousands of smaller
food, accommodation, arts and crafts operators here-and-there and across the metro and
regional economies. The national trade cycle was heading into a slower state in 2019. The sector
was the first-hit when Novel Corona arrived and remains the hardest-hit. PM Morrison delayed an
announcement of the tourism package until 23 July which was 154 days late, apparently because
he refuses to deal with me. He ditched it in cowardice. There has been so much cruelty, including
to casuals and fire victims, NSW’s $10,000 “corner store” subsidy package was a colossal mistake,
NCCC needs a big boot along the right path …. Here is a Call to Arms, to stop secretive
blundering and to listen.

The Mechanics & Principles of Reform: OECD, Detroit, Blue Mountains & Regional
Economics
Governments do not understand regional dynamics as they live in silos. Here it is worth
remembering two key principles (apart from never trying to pick winners), to assess in the real
contexts of tourism districts.
This is incredibly important in NSW where the Government has de-stimulus in full flow and is facing
catastrophic engineering blunders by their redoubtable guru (read twit). The following OECD
quotes have comments in italics, first:
Reviewing all government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on
high-priority areas and people, and enhance growth without threatening debt
sustainability. Starting a review of public expenditures early is important because
reallocation of spending towards priority areas is usually gradual.
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[On 15 June PM Morrison repeated the canards of successive failed cycles of stimulus, which, lacking
rationale and wasting rivers of taxpayers’ money, seem to be based on twisted priorities in the back
corridors of The Bubble – Morrison’s intrinsic “groupthink” lock-up.]

“Reviewing” is anathema to Frydenberg (opposed to “Budget repair”) and Berejiklian (psychotic
addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake). MYEFOs* are corrupted by crony
influences. Second,
Minimising administrative delays in •
activating these programmes is of
utmost importance if they are to be as
effective as possible. As the
containment restrictions are lifted,
fiscal multipliers will likely strengthen,
•
helping to stimulate demand and
reduce hysteresis effects.
There may also be strong political •
pressures to maintain generous
support programmes after the
pandemic is over. Moreover, extra •
fiscal costs could arise from realising
losses on contingent liabilities – such
as current state loan guarantees.

Morrison knew a shutdown was inevitable by 1 February,
and if he had acted in the Newcastle manner, the plan
would have been in place, with payment portals
activated, by 20 Feb. Payments would have flowed from
1 March
Morrison dithered for 2 months in which time Australia
lost c 1.4 million jobs and built barriers against
progressive employment, industry, social and
environmental reforms
The portals Morrison used were cumbersome, slow and
non-targetted (with massive wastage), with powerful
socio-political inertia built-in
Morrison gave no attention to obvious, superior, options,
such as childcare vouchers issued on the certification of
employers, time limited, coordinated through local
childcare centres.

This booklet is not about macroeconomics, but one of the OECD’s comments is not understood in
Australia so far as I can tell, and unless I’m mistaken Frydenberg does not tell the truth in this area:
Although the decline in global output this year is projected to be considerably greater than
during the global financial crisis, the fall in world trade in 2020 as a whole is broadly
comparable to that seen in 2009. In part, this reflects the relative concentration of the
current crisis in service sectors, where trade intensity is lower than in manufacturing ones
with extensive global value-chains, and the lower import intensity of consumer spending
relative to fixed investment. Aggregate trade intensity has also stabilised since the global
financial crisis. Global trade has risen only marginally faster than global output in recent
years, whereas it was rising at more than twice the pace of output in the early 2000s.
OECD’s critical dimensions, as presented in the companion booklet, are:
1. Businesses and workers likely to face extended weak demand would benefit from support to
upgrade, invest and innovate, and to shift to sectors with better prospects, through
strengthening active labour market policies, particularly retraining schemes, and by facilitating
investment.
2. Streamlining and improving access to income support programmes, such as the Citizen’s
Income, would prevent large increases in poverty and support demand in the recovery.
3. If non-performing loans start rising, the government should stand ready to reinforce the bank
asset support programme (GACS). Implementing the new bankruptcy law would help by
ensuring that viable companies are restructured rather than liquidated.
4. Pursuing the government’s plans to develop a multi-year programme to reduce administrative
complexity, improve the legal system’s effectiveness and reduce investment and employment
costs would support new businesses, productivity and jobs.
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5. Supporting the renewal of the ageing infrastructure and the transition to lower carbon
activities would sustain the recovery and improve well-being.
6. Accelerating the adoption of digital technologies, as demonstrated by the rapid move during
the crisis to ‘smart working’ and online services, would raise competitiveness.
The Morrison Government is doing the opposite in almost all respects, especially 1, 5 and 6 but not
3. Bankruptcy is problematic as Morrison’s approach was to prop up unviable businesses and get
them into unproductive debt and super drawdowns. He has a moral duty as well as economic.
ReviveBlueMountains was an unique citizen-led regional revival analysis, the first to be based on the
legitimate form of UK Best Value, linked to improving housing affordability and reducing bushfire
risk. (It was defeated by the Council, Business Chamber, PM Turnbull and Minister Colbeck.)
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The left hand graph shows published but unnoticed Valuer-General UV data and the right one
published but unnoticed Blue Mountains numbers. These are basic indicators of a regional
economy’s health but are never (left) and rarely (right) talked about. Councils would be able to
feed back the data and trends to the Government’s MEEFO unit.
There have been massive gaps in economic trend analysis and the travel, accommodation, staff
numbers, budget trends, depreciation, and now property value data presented here and in the full
report will surprise many. The V-G trend in mainstreet property values is regarded as a surrogate
for whole-of-LGA values, including resorts, by peers consulted, in the absence of any relevant data
published by BMCC or BMEE. (The Revive report has a full range of indicators.)
To summarise how far BMCC is from best practice, Detroit is now given as a leading example of
recovery from economic decay, with Portland the first back a few decades.
Portland, Oregon, showed the world how to use information to guide citizens how to recover from
local economic depression. The guiding light for reform in Newcastle and Rockdale by Revive was
Tom Lewcock, City Manager of Sunnyvale in California. David Osborne and Ted Gaebler quoted him
in Reinventing Government. Lewcock was regarded as a leading reformer in municipal planning in
America:
One of the keys in government is to take things that aren't politically acceptable in the normal
context and change the context - to create a different way for the decision makers to look at
them … the very same issue often turns out to be politically acceptable.
In the right environment, all of the myths about how elected officials behave have come falling
down for me. They don't have to be short-range thinkers, they can be long-range thinkers. They
don't have to be people who say, "I know this is more important than that but we're going to
spend our time on that, because local constituents are on my back”. They don't have to be any
of those things.
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The Detroit Recovery– the New Realities: B
•
•

•
•

Leverage your distinctive economy –
build on what you do best
Repair your municipal balance sheet –
“like many city governments,
successive administrators kicked the
fiscal can down the road, decade
after decade”
Unlock capital from private and civic
institutions and support your retirees
Collaborate to compete – work
together throughout the community

The Blue Mountains 2015 Reality:
•
•

•

•

BMEE is “looking for winners” and not finding
any
BMCC spends at least $20 million a year more
than its peers do (nominally $40 million) but
significantly less on critically important
economic and social issues
Private capital is private, largely; while public
capital is poorly applied according to the
community surveys and actual outcomes
There has been no land use, tourism or other
response – the council eschews business logic.

The Detroit directions are consistent with OECD and my work. The Blue Mountains decrepitude is
consistent with NSW LG problems e.g. unviable theatres and cafés built with stimulus funds without
viability as in Springwood (under Labor) and now Tocumwal. Councils fall over themselves to get
the money, which is fair enough, but they could contribute so much more.
There are urgent issues to address in the Murray as on the Queensland border and so on (hit the
National Cabinet with this one):
•

Reverse the consequences of Premier Berejiklian’s erratic decisions on the Murray border
access conditions – take 2 kms back to 25-50 kms using economic and medical arguments

•

Apply special stimulus funds to food and accommodation revival and sustainability, and
especially compensation for the terrible effects on revival caused by the Berejiklian 2 km rule,
made overnight with no consultation

•

Apply the Murray principles to the food and accommodations sectors across the nation

•

Establish fair rules that will regulate future government actions on town/suburb enterprises as
the coronavirus crisis inevitably extends, contracts and recrudesces.

The path that will persuade is based on expert data and policy analysis as well exploiting build-up
influence on other issues. The Morrison Government’s words on tourism, small and medium
businesses and caravan p arks are all in the mix, so that the hotels and clubs can take credit for
excellent contributions to community best interests. (Some terms here relate back to June-July.)
I believe that NSW should pay compensation for Berejiklian’s insane act of 11 July, accordingly:
1. A fair case is based on:
a. Loss of trading margin since 21 July i.e. finishing-off the recovery all politicians say they want
us to have
b. Comparison of (a) with same period last year
c. Ditto a similar period (days) before the first closure of the border
2. A case to revert to 25-50 kms will need a medical assessment on risk (no problem until
Shepparton gets more cases etc)
3. A case for compensation will need a solid methodology about proposed dispersal of funds on
basis of need and contribution
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A formal proposal was put to the Murray Downs Clubs, the national Australian Hotels Association’s
CEO Stephen Ferguson, and Jennifer Westacott, CEO of the Business Council of Australia. All had
members caught up in and damaged by Berejiklian and all could connect with other stakeholders.
This was the schema (NB special elements of a genuine “stimulus” nature). They did not cooperate.
Helicopter view of the whole and examples of the intended outcomes ©
Speed SME recovery

Money from
Hotels

Murray
Economy
Coronavirus
Recovery

Money from
Clubs

NSW
Economy

Reduce psychological
stress on owners &
staff

Compensation: reduce
debt from recovery
loans

Improve regional
productivity

Border Location
Assess health risks

Reduce criticism of
inaction

$100,000 per SME for
recovery

Council planning to be
improved

Regional Conference

Street Festival to reopen?

ABC & Border Mail

Strengthen NGO sector
who care for “us”

Damaged communities’
representatives

Nature Councils to
assist with promotion

All met the terms discussed above - scared of offending the hierarchy and not concerned with
members’ interests or fairness.
* Letter of support from Ken Wyatt
The context is “borders” as an analogy for the differences between States and Territories in their
politics, economic needs, cultural and sporting obsessions and the like. Australian borders do not
have the formality of say Continental and North American jurisdictions. Few Australians would have
thought of “borders” being a Top 100 issue, that is, until the world went whacky. The media crows
are fixated on “borders” and miss the smorgasbord of solutions.

“Management” & “medical” controversies, processes & people
This booklet focusses on solutions but understanding the situational SWOT is essential - that being
internal strengths + weaknesses Vs external opportunities + threats. How the governmental systems
responded to the health emergency reflected how they had changed up to the slice in time when
they either succeeded or failed, with consequences for current and future generations. Right now
they are continuing with sloppy past ways so that the map of the Border Zone on the NSW
Government’s website is wrong.
The issue of harmonisation between the States and Territories is in critical conflict because of the
political maelstrom between Morrison with Berejiklian versus the Labor States. That conundrum is
uncrackable unless all sides agree with the methodology here and implement the best possible
systems through medical and economic specialists rather than through the corrupted NCC and
Prime Minister and Cabinet. Only then will “boundaries don’t matter” as the CEO of the Business
Council of Australia mistakenly said on ABC’s Insiders on 13 September.
This pamphlet is one of a series on the degradation of Budgetary, infrastructure planning,
community engagement, professional management, proper governance, and intergenerational
equity themes, processes and personnel in Australia and its States and Territories.
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I had studied the bubonic plague in Sydney in 2004-05 under commission from Sydney City Council,
with reference back to China, England and Continental Europe. Sydney’s experience from 1900 to
1910 revealed the vital role of “management”, which also was quickly revealed in Australia from
January 2020. (I led the revival on Newcastle on the sudden closure of steelmaking, achieved in
seconds compared with Morrison’s months as will be seen - speed is a lesson.)
The plague is bacterial and the viral elements of Novel Coronavirus, now CIVID-19, provided acute
medical challenges which received most of the political and media attention. Management was
crisis-reactive, without previous or subsequent research on options and data needed for
“targetting”.
This document contains the engendered research I developed from February, which no government
agency or media staff would listen to. That is a lesson in itself - the peculiar nature of closeted
politics and political appointees has infected political, management and media units in dysfunctional
ways.
The areas where the case studies inspired “management” insights are:
•

Cross-jurisdiction vertical and horizontal relationships and resources, summit meetings

•

Interdepartmental co-ordination and pre-summit positioning and research

•

Budget restructures, reduction of waste and focus on preparedness

•

Business operations and flexibility of site arrangements, to adjust to code alerts and incident reporting

•

Subsidy and tax and related channels

•

Community engagement and assistance, and improvement of professional & industry lobbies.

Bearing on the “management: aspects are the “medical” factors which interact with management
performance:
•

Symptom recognition

•

Understanding of speed and modes of cross-infection

•

Slowness in isolating people who had been in contact with a known infected case

•

Implications of delayed and low levels of symptoms and antibody indicators

•

Patient transport and isolation/quarantine security

•

Availability and placement of testing, hospital and PPE facilities.

Fear dominated the early mood of the Australian states and territories, as the horrors in China, Italy,
Spain, the US and even New Zealand revealed themselves. Queensland was the first state to impose
regulation, and, it has recently been revealed, wrote to the PM asking for resources (ironically on
the day the virus arrived in the UK, 10 days after they published their first advisory). Morrison
ignored that as he had ignored the fire chiefs over a year before the devastating bushfires. In
Samantha Maiden’s words:
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Correspondence obtained by news.com.au confirms
that Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk wrote
to the Prime Minister on January 31, just days after the
first confirmed case in Australia on the “matter of
national importance”.

To summarise, closing down international
flights caused angst in Queensland
particularly, with the immediate loss of
tourism in Australia’s most intense tourism
zone. The acceptance of four ships with
As the states dealt with the influx of international
Corona cases on them in Sydney, and the
passengers, they were shocked to learn that incoming
spread of their infected passengers by
travellers’ passenger cards were essentially thrown in
domestic flights, rail and road (after the PM
the bin or unable to be accessed on privacy grounds.
said that Border Force would take charge), led
In the letter, the Queensland Premier warned the
Prime Minister that the states’ ability to respond to the to restrictions in all states and territories.
emerging public health crisis would be greatly assisted Even though the new national cabinet was
“if your government, as the primary recipient of
supposed to bring orderly discussion to these
information concerning people entering Australia,
could undertake to contact anyone considered at-risk”. matters, the PM and NSW Premier Gladys
Berejiklian started to attack Labor states in
“It is important that in times such as these we work
particular over restrictions.
together to respond quickly and effectively to
minimise the potential risk this emerging public health
issue poses to our community,” she wrote.
The correspondence also asked the Morrison
Government to share information with the states
about arrivals from Wuhan, the epicentre of the
outbreak. At the time, a second person who was in a
Chinese tour group in Queensland had tested positive
to the deadly virus.
But despite the pleas of state leaders since January,
the mandatory collection of data on domestic flight
has taken more than six months to finalise. “From 1
October, part of the mandatory manifest information
will be name, email address, a mobile contact number,
and a state of residence,’’ Mr Morrison said.

This excited the political dissidents in the
parliaments, media and right wing community
groups to raise the intensity of their “anger”
towards the three main Labor states, Victoria,
Queensland and W.A. This took on an obscene
character during Victoria’s Premier’s daily
press conferences, led initially by a female
reporter from News and then an imported
News ratbag, allegedly fuelled by Rupert
Murdoch’s identification with President
Trump’s erraticisms.

Queensland was attacked in August over
denial of access to a family grieving over a 101year old grandmother, and a mother expecting delivery. Accusations flew backwards and forwards.
Morrison made promises about obtaining sufficient doses of vaccines through two main phases,
with increasing cynicism among commentators. Through this period a second phase in Melbourne’s
outbreak, related to a breakdown in quarantine in a city hotel, led the premier, Dan Andrews, to
lockdown Melbourne, when News’ protests became strident. Recent dramatic falls in the number
of daily new cases has muted some of that angst. On 20 September the focus shifted back to NSW:

Better governance would see a better balance achieved between parties through reiterative
industrial and climate engagements, and between generations in CBDs /cities /regions.
Berejiklian started border wars to the north, with Queensland, and to the south with Victoria. The
latter focussed on the Murray River communities on both sides of the River/border. This analyst’s
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case study started national discussions about tourism stimulus, with the NCCC mentioning
caravanning (plagiarising me).
A particular debate was raging over whether
•

“herd immunity” would cause too many deaths in its lead-up,

•

whether a vaccine could ever be developed, and

•

whether the disease was transmitted by touch (especially on metal surfaces), and, coughing
and sneezing surviving 8 or 18 hrs.

The sticking points were, symptomology from Europe was showing deformation in children’s feet,
and a supposed low infection rate among 20-30 year olds (proven to be problematical).
On 13 April the Government spotted regional anomalies and called for more regional testings but
this was after this analyst pounded the gaps and errors.
The Tourism economy is the only area that the PM can claim any expertise in, and he identified it
early as a target - to get the SMEs (half of all private sector employment) back into business. He set
up the National Covid-19 Coordination Commission with an unusual brief, which came to be defined
as, “Forget about SMEs and tourism, let’s do a gas pipeline in our sponsors’ backyard, WA”. (His own
Backyard in Sydney needs more than a little TLC, it’s the lowest performing in all the sample of local
government tourism.)
Note that the Treasurer did not have food and accommodation and arts and recreation in his three
March funding tranches. He and the PM knew in March I was ready to ambush them so as to force
them to negotiate, so they left those sectors until 23 July, when they wimped out. This was
economic heresy - to let a PM’s ego overcome the national interest, unnecessarily, should be a
sackable offence in my opinion. The legacy is confronting the River businesses as much as all of
Australia’s SME operators. NB at the time of finalising this text, the PM is said to be pulling
Australian Defence Personnel off the Queensland Border as an act of spite against a resilient
Premier.

SWOT & “governance repair factors”
This SWOT contains the helicopter view of “critical issues”, things that done well will produce
success, done badly will produce failure. Two are not widely discussed, the roles of industry bodies
and of local government, while the SWOT’s context is the series of “blunders” which produced
adverse consequences and which were not “repaired”, including:
1. WestConnex removed from FOI scrutiny - subsequent critical engineering failures at eastern
and Rozelle “portals” as well as in Fed and NSW announcements of big infrastructure and
NSW’s fatal debt obsession. As Lord Acton wrote, “Everything secret degenerates, even the
administration of justice; nothing is safe that does not show how it can bear discussion and
publicity”
2. Early Corona delays - it was reported that 1.4 million jobs were lost in March (my contention
being mid-Feb was a “normal” crisis-management decision point) alone yet payments did not
start until 1 May, and on it goes in a series of blunders, reaching the point where no, not one,
effective stimulus measure has been devised and implemented. Also Morrison’s “don’t worry,
we’ll fix the details later” attitude has seen SME debt and rent obligations balloon at the time
stimulus should be pushing them forward
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3. Confusion about “stimulus” - poor orientation to long-term and remote pipelines, ignoring
OECD and like authorities’ advices on short-term and high productivity opportunities Berejiklian is stealing my theme
4. Abuse by Tim Wilson MP and others: stable and adaptive medical advice was needed in this
greatest medical emergency yet political pressures based on crass motives and weak
psychologies caused medico distress and prevarication. Those contortionists should have
focussed on stimulus - which they ignored - rather than the inevitable low rate of return custom
and community resistance to social distancing.
5. Governance changes making things worse: COAG didn’t work well but the National Cabinet
was doomed from the beginning, knowing the NSW personalities and now seeing Berejiklian’s
destructive series of actions on the Murray River zones. This was stated by me but there was no
apparent adjustment and now there is no stable basis to move forward on. (The gas-based
strategy announced on 15/9 is a total con)
6. Miscalculations - the de-skilling of elected and executive layers and the exclusion of outside
experts has been shown-up in poorly designed and too-late measures, waste and loss of
reputation. Every stimulus stage was guesswork and unlucky at that, the famous example
being 30/3 and its $60 billion error
7. No scalability - incremental fixity has been unproductive and Australia now faces a cliff, where
corporate (“minefield”) and family pressures coalesce into political mayhem
8. No targetting - there are no data sources then or now and no measurement of progress
9. Internal boundaries and State borders: the need was for systems improvement and
harmonisation of medical risk assessments, instead the lack of a “plan”/process led leaders into
defensive positions, worsening the lunacy under (4)
10. Hot Spot mentality - leaders seem to not understand the nature of the virus, we cannot wait for
30 or 4 or whatever, we have to find ways of acting faster and channelling risk if we’re to
achieve business continuity and better health outcomes
11. Hubris - there were warning signs that personality traits would bear disproportionately on
processes and outcomes. It is now certain that stimulus has failed and that the damage will be
long-term, but also REPAIR HAS TO START NOW as OECD said.
Connected with the Corona context, a key defect in Australian democracy is the lack of engagement
of communities in developing and implementing solutions. My solution-set part repairs that. There
are too many issues to fit into the SWOT but these are the main observations from a report entitled
“Revitalising Democracy & Economy”. Many overseas countries do that far better than us although
Trump in America and Johnson in the UK have undone much of the the past good work there. Baird
put NSW local government back more than 80 years.
NB the project repair factors are detailed in the companion Budget document.
This SWOT summarises the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats arising from
Australia’s response to COVID-19. It is a most unimpressive vista, saying to the people, “the
emperor has no clothes”.
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There used to be an essential management notion of “feedback”, meaning that as you go along the
implementation path, you know of any emerging problems and can fix them. That was possible
because projects were chosen through a cycle of management, political, engagement and
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T

O

• Develop genuine stimulus payments to SMEs - re-stock, re-open, re-hire
& re-train i.e. big bucks upfront but with faster employment recovery
• Combine tourism and shovel-ready through road and drainage program
in eligible caravan parks
• Implement RG local awareness app linked with Health database
• Broaden local capabilities in disease identification & monitoring,
alerts, tracing etc
• Develop manufacturing & supply employment in OECD-targetted areas
• Reform systemic infrastructure stimulus streams in OECD directions
• Restore "listening" in Federal & state governments - get best ideas
• Creative Reconstruction of local government - innovation
& sustainable financing
• Develop special supply chains, packaging etc to link regional producers
with CBD-type businesses
• Develop emergency response capabilities across society through 1980s
style training & exercises (NSW Greiner Government)
• Feds drive a revival of "the national interest" & Infrastructure Australia
along OECD/Gibbons lines

W

S

Community resilience - seen more in fires than shared virus sacrifices
Medical excellence - lots of academics but shortage on preparedness
Networks of small hospitals and GP clinics and surgeries, and pharmacies
Geographical isolation from international hotspots but lack of
coordinated case assessment on patient status
• Distances between major population centres give potential for risk reduction
• Independent preparedness of analyses that meet OECD / probity
templates, with high benefit/cost returns

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parliamentary Library services are legendary
*** Reintroduction of Greiner's probity after Labor's Metro "Fiascos"

** Unelected, no briefing & policy docs, no independence from Gaetjens

*

Virtriol continues, PM Vs Premiers & OECD/energy + businesses on forced early reopenings
Morrison continues with vapid governance models** and capricious blunders
Federal and state governments do not repair budgetary and infrastructure mistakes, threaten health & education
Virus has incredible mutation abilities, likely to recycle through other bat viruses
Politicisation of health out of previous climate battle / political contamination
Displacement of main parties on environmental & rural issues, forcing retrograde campaigning
Carbon lobbyists in key Fed executive and political posts, dropping out OECD priorities
Trade disruptions will delay and even prevent corona recovery streams (China)
Berejiklian basing Budgets on "election promises"*** instead of 2010 promises/Greiner
Berejiklian with destructive debt lake & catastrophic engineering blunders
ABC TV & Radio lost independent ethics, politicised with Turnbull/Morrison agenda
ABC/Ninefax alignment prevents exposure of infrastructure-related corruptions
Parties remain stuck in their pasts and exclude "new economy" priorities
Out of date emergency plans in NSW & probably others allowed to continue
NSW opposition to resumption of international flights impedes regional recovery elsewhere

The central political corpus is insular & opaque/ SILO, "decisions" are disorganised
Central political evasion of responsibility for problems in its movement, aged care, quarantine & medical agencies
Untested / ambiguous relationships between levels and layers of governance - Fed / State balance
Poor design of payment streams & delays causing excessive job losses and residual "landmines"
Federal and state budgetting has moved from traditional cycles to confused & disorganised
Down-skilling of elected officials over time
Down-skilling of executive officials over time
Outdoorsy, low social acceptance of social distancing
Lack of Parliamentary economic expertise, Fed Economics Committee irrelevant*
Lack of Parliamentary medical consensus, divisions along lobby & religious traits*
Media increasingly corporatised around proprietor priorities (including public broadcasters)
Non-restocking of PPEs and apparent lower levels of applied pharmaceutical research
Lack of Standard Operating Procedures Manuals on ~
• patient isolation / hospitalisation / quarantine
• patient transport / housing
• Disparate contract tracing based centrally, on paper, faxes and disorganised bits of software
• Broad financial balances - too many inappropriate projects with waste & deoxygenation (OECD)
• Parliament Economics Committee ignores economic issues, is watchdog on banks and insurance companies
• Central economic & industry, pub, club, accommodation and operator sectors inactive in relevant skills and advocacy
• Rivalry - Queensland (faster response, low infection rate) pinched Vic and NSW sport and there's some pay back going on
• Economists ignored the issues, a few macroeconomists reported to be doing in-house calculations but no output kspotted

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COVID-19 - AUSTRALIA'S STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS (c)

Parliamentary legitimisation phases. Often times the best ideas were implemented. Now, the PM
has classified operational documents as “cabinet”, to be locked away for 40 years.
The dominant political mode nowadays is for a populist leader to choose a project that suits him or
her, present it in a glossy brochure where any numbers are made-up, and proceed without
Parliamentary or electoral mandate. The guard posts of probity had been neutralised and the media
conditioned to accept simple measures of success like “cranes in the air”. The community loses
confidence in “outcomes”. The best ideas were never implemented. The worst managed tourism
area is Morrison’s own Backyard.

Berejiklian’s Mistakes in Murray Zone - the “Murray/Gibbons” solution set
Premier Berejiklian took this regional economy through convoluted reforms which had no
medical logic and no outcomes to show other than suppressed revival and unfair cost imposts.
Regrettably none of the bodies which represent business in general, and food and accommodation
in particular, were willing to support this analyst’s successful campaign to reverse Berejiklian’s
worst brainsnap - I put it to them they they are unfair and unresponsive, they must change their
attitudes as the challenge in truly national.
This case study started NCCC’s short-lived talk about reviving caravanning and the like, so it is
preserved here with notations on the updates:

For current purposes, the Murray River Zone runs from Albury in the north to Mildura in the south,
dividing NSW and Victoria along its 230 km length. Its “width” is subjective but there are strong
family, work, health, school and other connections across the divide. This case study shows the
deficiencies of the national approach to regions and of the National Cabinet.
The extraordinary challenges of minimising the spread of Novel Coronavirus, or COVID-19, brought
an understanding between all States and Territories from the end of March 2020, that each should
manage air, surface and marine movements in accordance with their risk management priorities.
Health Orders were the primary form of authority such as the Public Health (COVID-19 Border
Control) Order 2020 in NSW.
Inland say Wagga

Berrigan /
Tocumwa
l

Moama

Barooga

Echuca
Murray River

Cobram

Shepparton
Rutherglen
Notional sketch of common movements to
be assessed against medical and economic implications
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The distance to Shepparton from the two closest River towns is 76.3 kms as the crow flies to
Tocumwal (82.1 by road), and 81.4 (93.8 kms) at Yarrawonga - so Shepparton is nowhere near the
50 km radius. Tocumwal residents could only cross the border to Cobram and only from 22 July.
The NSW Premier was proclaiming how much she cares about the “necessary” pain that the
communities along the River experienced “to keep NSW safe”. That is cant: there was no medical
risk when she made that capricious solo decision. She had woken to the desperate peril of my
having a chisel to crack her cosy Bubble with the largely-innocent (in this one context) PM. She
didn’t even manage to get that right.
The spiralling confusion at State level matches the national chaos of deferred Budgets, cancelled
programs, missed targets, broken promises and fractured relationships with the very very tired
medicos and health and emergency services workers. Here is the context, the band on the right is
the Newell Highway which can be called the “grey nomads’ trek” from Melbourne north then back.
There had been no Corona cases on either side of the border for many months: three or so early on
in Berrigan Shire were shipped off to hospital and there was then and since no community
transmission. There was a severe shortage of masks and no local testing until later with an oversubscribed one-day clinic, rolled out twice more later.
The NSW and Victorian Governments made a joint decision to close the border on 8 July which
finally ended the great “toilet paper raids” from Melbourne in the quieter supermarkets in the
country. The closure of pubs, cafes and clubs from 23 March had a bigger effect across a region
that has three times the tourism accommodation mass of the whole Blue Mountains. Its major
towns are readily accessible short- and long-stay holiday centres.
This was economic insanity. The characteristics of its economy are described at https://stimulusstupidity.com/riverina-lessons but also see below.
This is the context of my case:
On 22 August, Berejiklian and her Deputy Barilaro announced “a new $45 million grant program designed to
cushion the economic impacts of the southern border closure… the “Southern Border Small Business Support
Grant” is designed to support small businesses doing it tough through the current border
restrictions. “Thank you again to the border communities for your patience during this very difficult time,” Ms
Berejiklian said.
It was not patience, it was anger. The package extends well into inland Nats territory and added insult to
injury:
Applications open from 8 September but the closure disaster was from 8 July but especially 21 July, thus 62
days of delay. Money will flow - when? Say a total of 110 days. The Arts ones haven’t even started, that is c 175
days, to mid-December. The housing scheme is just as frustrating.
What will flow - $5,000 for SMEs with 30 - 75% loss of turnover, maximum of 20 staff; and $10,000 for loss of 75
- 100% (that is an unlikely proposition)
Will it cause more harm than good - eligible uses exclude stock and labour costs and are confined to
“unavoidable expenses such as utilities, as well as to develop marketing and communication materials or to
diversify their offerings to help businesses adapt to the new environment”. As in the chart, does the
government sector have any idea at all of how insignificant the amounts are in sustainability terms but
extravagant in wasting money on marketing when shaking the piggybank? Free access to business advisers is
available but not connected to “survival prospects” under the grant approval process.
What to do? For 4 ½ months I’ve been saying that “stimulus” is $100,000 plus, see above, and that is not just
to keep rolling. It includes anticipating the requirements of the “new economy” and is in line with OECD’S
guidelines whereas NSW’s scheme is discreditable. Certainly it is better than nothing unless it induces owners
to go over the cliff. There was no justification for the closure so JUST FIX IT - re-open the borders in
accordance with medical safety (above).
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The task is to stimulate the SMEs and larger clubs to re-employ, re-stock, re-train, re-open and reestablish market awareness. My work indicated a need of c $100,000 for this stimulus, not the
paltry amounts Berejiklian offered (below) and certainly not sufficient for compensation for the
capricious and unjustified action on 21 July which smashed the early re-opening phases of
businesses along the River. The Murray Downs clubs lost 71 employees’ access overnight and had
to close for months, while a Rutherglen publican had to close his pub and move his family to NSW
so he could run his Tocumwal pub. How many other businesses suffered? - we don’t know which is
the point made later about LGA-level economic monitoring and restoration of ABS’s tourism
accommodation series (which ceased in 2013).
The map at right shows the current (late
September) access zone under NSW
regulation: it is not available on the
NSW Government website except by
following secret handshakes!
This is an extraordinary failure.
Shepparton is the highest risk town in
northern Victoria and had 14 cases at the
same time as Australia’s cases peaked, in
late July, early August.
The decision to go back to 50 km had it
in an agriculture protection zone!
The communities feel vulnerable to the return of Melbourne tourists in particular, as they have
managed to keep the virus down to a bare minimum. The Trump and Morrison strategy, to wash
their hands of Corona confusion by putting the onus on States and then abusing them, has ironic
consequences. The complexities of increased spread of the virus in the countrysides, together with
thin hospital and testing resources, plus the complexity of contract tracing where so many contacts
are casual, will make the States a bit conservative on border crossings at times. The extreme
danger associated with poor contact tracing (given the app has been an abject failure) is seen in the
UK’s crisis since Boris Johnson suspended their program (and also allowed freedom of movement).
Why Berejiklian's $10,000 is a con

The meaning is, the Berejiklian $10,000 from
early April is insignificant at the higher end of
employee count, and is insufficient at the lower
$100,000 as % of
cost of employees
end. SME cost are dominated by non-labour
costs in the Riverina sample tested, being 60%.
If SMEs had to stay open to get the $10k, and
remembering that they’d had to lose 75% or
more of turnover, those overheads would drive
$10,000 as % of
the SMEs into oblivion.
cost of employees
Accommodation and food services account for
12% of the workforce in Berrigan shire, 11% in
Echuca to the west, 7.5% in Moira (more rural
and easterly) and 5% in Albury (more northerly),
Fed subsidy
Min. Turnover (NSW)
Loss at 75%
so the Murray zone is more vulnerable to travel
Nett cost employees
Add NSW subsidy
Subsidy at $100,000
Number of employees
NSW subsidy as %
New NSW subsidy as %
restrictions than Shepparton and the like. 775
employees in Berrigan and Echuca alone
are affected, with 369 in Albury (with many others to include when possible).
900,000

90

As labour is 40-50%
only of an SME’s
costs – to be
confirmed – the $10k
curve shrinks by half
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Grey Nomads were forgotten in the initial closedowns, and the industry estimates are that some
75,000 were on the roads will make for a degree of uncertainty, perhaps, with possible future,
unpredictable closedowns.
Genuine Localism is of use in many contexts including a long-term solution to greyhound racing
problems as seen at www.sydneybetrayals.me. I’m not aware of any person in NCCC or national
and state governance who understands “local solutions to local problems”.
There is an urgent need to re-open the tourism and food services trades, the Federal Wages
subsidy will cover about 30% of business costs so won’t work if businesses fold permanently. Test
and more testing where no testing is the rule has to become true reform.
Innovation Districts and city/states as well as genuine Localism are vital elements in overcoming
local barriers to innovation. Can we trust State politicians to overpower their extended chains of
internal Party patronage? – no way. NCCC has been criticised for awarding a whopper PR contract,
maybe they should be required to do continuous, clever market surveys of real people at no
additional Budget cost, to teach them to not puff up this-or-that mate.
This SMH update piece says it all:

12.13 pm on 1/9/20
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/new-border-region-permits-tobe-created-at-nsw-victoria-border-20200901-p55r5o.html

Residents on the NSW-Victoria border will be able to travel
across the border more freely under major changes
announced by NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian on Tuesday.
The announcement comes as NSW records 13 new
coronavirus cases, with a number of health alerts issued for
venues across Sydney's inner west and other areas of the
city.
A new border region will be created which extends 50
kilometres either side of the NSW-Victoria border,
encompassing a number of additional Victorian towns as far
south as Beechworth. Currently, the border region is at 2.5
kilometres either side of the border.*
Within this region, people who hold a residents' permit will
be able to travel to the other side of the border to obtain
necessary goods or services, for care or compassionate
reasons, and to attend work or school.

*originally announced as 2 kms
"Of course any movements outside the border communities comes with additional restrictions, but,
in terms of people being able to tend to their daily life without unnecessary stress, we hope, from
Friday, life will change in a positive way for people," Ms Berejiklian said.
The permit holder must only travel within the border region once over the state border, and
Victorian residents who have visited greater Melbourne must not use their border permit for 14 days
after their visit.
The changes will come into effect at 12.01am on Friday, September 4.
Ms Berejiklian also apologised to border communities for the inconvenience caused by the closure of
the NSW-Victoria border." I tell you, hand on heart, that one of the most difficult decisions I've made
personally and the Government's made during this pandemic has been closing the New South WalesVictorian border. It was a decision of last resort."
The Premier said she "deeply" regretted the challenges experienced by border communities under
the restrictions, adding that she knew the decision appeared to be made very quickly.
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"I regret deeply the fact that the community wasn't prepared for what we had to do at that time,"
she said, adding that people should feel frustration "against [her] and nobody else" as she praised
the work of Member for Albury Justin Clancy in advocating for his community.
This immediately raises the need to compensate businesses and employees which were so
disadvantaged by the capricious decision on 2.5 kms. Several are mentioned above. The AHA and
BCA have not supported that case.
It is a mystery to locals why Berejiklian mentioned Beechworth as it is well outside the River zone,
but did not mention Rutherglen which is and where there is genuine worker/family dislocation.
Shepparton was clearly not included at that stage. There was no change to allowable purposes, no
social but safe inclusion.
She also again showed disregard for proper medical and economic assessments:
•
•
•
•

Why 50 kms, how to justify that against say 15 or 35 kms? Where are the risk analyses?
Why go so close to Shepparton which has many active cases - why is she not revealing and
consulting over the details? The balance between medical & economic is what is critical
Why no mention of family and friendship linkages where so much distress is obvious in the
community?
See map above - Why no allowance for travel within NSW to access a remote Victorian town,
the classic being to drive on the Riverina Highway from say Berrigan to Moama and then
skip over to Echuca for its unique shopping? That is no higher risk than to go from Berrigan
to Cobram, so please allow normal life to resume.
The biggest objection is that Morrison and Berejiklian have not changed the context:
• Capricious decisions to change borders and trading conditions from Sydney or
Canberra have to be eliminated as “local problems” need “local solutions” and
Localism will deliver better health and economic outcomes
• Businesses must have reasonable notice of changes and be allowed to continue to
trade where risks are lower than Level 4 restrictions and COVID site adaptation plans
are in place
• Quick hospitalisation is the key to containing outbreaks. Morrison can explain why
he said no but it worked in Berrigan which can be a model.

No one seems to be thinking these issues through except me.
The first idea is to introduce an alert system that is akin to the bushfire mobile phone alert that
advises householders of fire conditions. This would be based on an app (p 26) and database that
would
1.

Alert publicans and other registered traders that COVID action is taking place in [postcodes or locales]
so they can be ready to adjust their premises and practices

2. Alert same to switch to a specified level of social distancing, immediately or [when]
3. Allow same to ask for position status before (say) start of weekend trading
4. Allow same to provide feedback on incidents in real time (hopefully with faster testing results) so as
to improve data, accelerate hospitalisation and reduce the deadly delays seen in Sydney.

Then there are combinations of medical and economic initiatives and solutions that should be
openly discussed rather than be ignored without cause in the blunderers’ Bubble.
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Proper government cannot survive without good data and analyses. ABS was under Budget
pressure and curtailed its tourism accommodation series work for hotels, motels and serviced
apartment with 15 or more rooms in 2013-16, but as a blunder test, this presents overall NSW and
Queensland statistics:
Hotels Motels and Services Apartments with 15 or more rooms, June 2016
No. of
Businesses

Rooms

Takings $
'000

Rooms per Takings per
Business
Business

NSW

1,424

75,234

801,440

52.8

562,809

Queensland

1,235

67,206

574,565

54.4

465,235

The iD company takes Census data as well as modelling, and presents them for LGAs as here:
Tourism Economy Indicators
Jobs
Food &
Accomm
172

Eurobodalla NSW
Bega Valley NSW
Snowy Monara NSW
South East Queensland
Sunshine Coast Queensland
Fraser Coast Queensland

Arts

Total in

Food in
total jobs %
16.1

Arts in total TOTAL (%)
jobs %
0.4
16.4

4

Area
1,070

161
1,344

19
507

1,400
9,875

11.5
13.6

1.4
5.1

12.9
18.7

109,687
14,327

26,984
2,515

1,500,541
149,362

7.3
9.6

1.8
1.7

9.1
11.3

2,765

300

32,274

8.6

0.9

9.5

These indicate a greater dependency on the sector in regional NSW, which is surprising to the
extent that the NSW regions have an agricultural base (as do the Queensland industries, all to the
west of the beaches).
The PM’s electorate has significant food and accommodation zones but long-term stimulus would
mean an increase in activity to best-practice levels:
Morrison's Backyard - food & accommodation, arts & recreation, transport & logistics,
Botany Bay, Royal National Park & 2 rivers - all underestimated

Jobs
Arts &

Food &
Accomm

Recreation

Total in
Area

2,350
6,117

1,240
2,030

46,000
112,763

Bayside
Sutherland

Food in Arts in total TOTAL (%)
total jobs %
jobs %
5.1
5.4

2.7
1.8

7.8
7.2

Hobart is at 11.2% (17.2% across Tasmania) and Port Phillip is at 9.5%. The under-8%s in “Morrison’s
Backyard” indicate a need to do some heavy lifting, including Sutherland/Cronulla which has a
local reputation for resisting tourism accommodation (the NIMBY reality of ward-based
franchises). Ask Kent Johns, former mayor of both sides of the electorate, Metropolitan VicePresident and State President of the Liberal Party, he has complained about broken motorway
promises but not joined in my stimulus reforms regardless of merit.
The anecdotal evidence in the companion volume, including from industry associations, points to
heavy losses. And as above, we can appreciate the weight of the accommodation sector in the
national context:
Business Dependenciies
Business Indicators
Revenue
($ m)

Per Cent of Sample

No. of

No. of
Rooms
3,900

Revenue
(%)

No. of

No. of

2.3

Businesses
35.3

Rooms
24.2

Rev per Business Occupancy
$
495,800

%
66

South Coast NSW

2,380

Businesses
4,800

Capital Country NSW
Sunshine Coast Qld

660
4,950

2,100
5,200

1,991
6,200

0.6
4.9

15.5
38.3

12.4
38.5

314,300
481,000

55
67

680
1,500
101,700

900
580
13,580

1,500
2,500
16,091

0.7
1.5

6.6
4.3

9.3
15.5

511,000
1.034,000

62
66

Fraser Coast Qld
Whitsundays Qld
Sample Total
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This indicates a high yield from rooms in the Whitsundays which is to be expected; but a worrying
general distortion in numbers of businesses and rooms, reflecting the numerical predominance of
SMEs over large accommodation establishments which is why the State level figures have been
provided, above. The revenues per available room are broadly consistent. The latter data are
from TRA Regional Profiles 2014-15 but each State publishes updates (which are limited to nonmetro regions).
The industry accepts that greater uniformity is needed. The Blue Mountains work convinced me
that long-term data analysis, building-in leading indicators, is essential, and missing. The heft of
the South Coast compared with the others except Sunshine Coast will surprise many. It is hard to
put regional statistics into “Murray tourism” as shown in this TRA tabulation which excludes NSW:
Central Murray Tourism Region:

Goulburn Tourism Region:

Cobram , Echuca , Kyabram , Lockington
Gunbower , Moira, Numurkah , Rochester,
Rushworth, Yarrawonga

Euroa , Kilmore Broadford, Mooroopna , Nagambie , Seymour, Seymour
Region, Shepparton North, Shepparton South, Shepparton Region East,
Shepparton Region West, Wallan
Mallee Tourism Region:

Murray East Tourism Region:
Wodonga

Gannawarra , Irymple , Kerang , Merbein , Mildura, Mildura Region, Red
Cliffs, Robinvale , Swan Hill, Swan Hill Region

All need to be included in a commissioned regional study as not yet done. Budget cuts hit ABS
and TRA intelligence-gathering and reporting over years, and now that we need more of it to
facilitate “targetting”, what are we to do? – restore them and use local government more
creatively is how.
Regional job losses have been reported by the Grattan Institute and Guardian Australia, for the
month from 14 March to 18 April:
•

The Fisher and Fairfax electorates on the Sunshine Coast were heavily hit at 10.2% each, with
Eden-Monaro at 7.4% and more northern Queensland at under 7%

•

It has been noted by others that a large majority of the most affected electorates are
Coalition-held seats - at a time the Coalition has been dithering

•

The Riverina electorates of aggro Minister Sussan Ley (8.3%) and the much-delayed Deputy
PM McCormack (7.4%) make my point.

There are two broad ways of approaching regional needs analyses. The academics use
“computable general equilibrium” modelling which is based on high-level input-output data
collected over many decades. The iD company uses a standard package to profile employment
numbers across Australia, by LGA. I used that in preparing the NSW “shovel-ready” case in 2009,
with the Centre for International Economics, on the NW, SW and Parramatta-Epping rail links. No
one paid any attention as is normal.
The other way is through the UK’s “best value” methodology such as ReviveBlueMountains: I
used ABS accommodation data, including room capacity, expenditures and employment, travel
expenditure estimates done through surveys by Tourism Research Australia, and such other data
as can be garnered from ATO, ABS, Destinations NSW and local governments (including
community satisfaction ratings). The Council was a distorting agency, not a leadership team. That
and other experiences have led to the following observations.
Regions can sink into economic trouble through shifts in long-term local conditions compared
with competing districts’. What is needed, in addition to economic competence, is “evidence” –
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data to track progress, identify trouble spots, and measure progress. Portland, Oregon, and
Detroit, are examples of regions that recovered through searing self-honesty. Victoria released its
Regional Cities Victoria – Growth Framework & Diagnostics Tool in mid-2013. Ms Guiseppe (CEO of
the Tourism Accommodation Association) said that “Consistent and reliable data in the regions is
an absolute priority for potential investors, and TAA recommends that Destination NSW invests in
improved data collection initiatives to support tourism sector development”.
Queensland is highly orientated to domestic and international travel due to the incredibly
magnetic attraction of the Great Barrier Reef. It is the only Australian natural attraction that
exceeds the draw of the World Wilderness of the Blue Mountains and the more remote but
majestic Kakadu National Park. Australia is a great destination and its future place in the world
economy will be based on the quality of our environment.
The Turnbull Government, via Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg, gave almost $500 million to
a small business off the Reef which remains a sore and a peril to the now Treasurer, who builds
new perils every month, such is his political skill.
There is an annual cash flow from kids who finish school, the “schoolies” – the big blow out. That
is incredible and unique, which was reduced in 2019 and might not happen in 2020. Therefore
there are hundreds of bars, chook and crepe cafes, and dive and whale-watching businesses that
will have a future but need to keep staff and skills up for current demand as well as to ramp-up
when borders re-open – the domestic ones are but the international are the biggies, and parents
will not let the schoolies resume.
The four tourism regions here are similar in many ways. Each would benefit from application of
the ideas given here, including the beach-based “expressnets” and the Mandurah model for fast
trains. One hopes that Governments will recognise that and engage this analyst, rather than
ripping him off again.
PM Morrison talks of targetting but what does he mean? There are pockets of oenology
developing in interesting ways but his Government has no idea of turnovers and employment
levels in each of the following sectors and as a whole:
GOLD COAST:
• Accommodation
• Shopping (Pacific Fair)
• Beaches/Surfing
• Whale watching
• Mountain resorts/hinterland/National Parks
• Party precinct/nightclubs
• Casino

SUNSHINE COAST
• Family style accommodation
• Beaches/Surfing
• Boutique shopping (Hastings Street)
• National Park (Noosa)
• Noosa River activities
• Mountain villages (Maleny, Montville)/ crafts
• Mary River Valley
• North Shore
AIRLIE BEACH/WHITSUNDAYS
CAIRNS/PORT DOUGLAS
• Budget accommodation/backpackers
• Resort style accommodation
• Party precinct (Airlie Beach)
• Island resorts on the Great Barrier Reef
• Island Resorts
• Daintree/Cape Tribulation/Mossman Gorge
• Days trips to island National Parks (Whitehaven • Kuranda Rail and Skyway
Beach/Hill inlet)
• Atherton Tablelands
• Dry hire sailing
• Day trips to reef.
• Day trips to reef
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The South Coast of NSW has dozens of interesting villages, largely unspoilt beaches, major
accommodation and dining providers, and mountainous terrain. Its heft in tourism has already
been seen – it is comparable with the Sunshine Coast which will surprise many.
It has also been hit by many cycles of bushfires, and disgracefully denied promised recovery and
repair funds. There is merit here as elsewhere in targetted stimulus but is the Morrison
Government capable of thinking that through or have to again steal from me? I planned the
Skitube in Kosciusko and have in mind a similar scheme in a South Coast location which permits
Escarpment-top accommodation and food establishments.
Targetting would include:
•

Family style accommodation with higher employment multipliers than in the increasinglydominant resorts
Beaches/Surfing/windsurfing/paragliding etc
Boutique shopping (Berry, Batemans Bay &tc)
National Parks (Morton/Kangaroo Valley, Ettrema Wilderness, and southern end, especially
Eden)
Shoalhaven, Moruya, Eden, Tuross and other Rivers’ activities
Winemaking / crafts especially around Berry/Coolangatta Estate

•
•
•
•
•

The background is the OECD’s words in 2003 that the Australian tourism industry is not aware of
re existing data sources; and the then Minister for Tourism Martin Ferguson saying in 2009 (which
he refuses to acknowledge later) that
•

“the right information is not being collected”

•

the structure of the industry has “not engendered cohesion and cooperation”

•

“… tourism in Australia will grow from strength to strength creating wealth and jobs …
This will require a small, but significant shift in the way the industry manages its own future”,
and

•

“Research that enables industry and key stakeholders to accurately assess opportunities
and respond appropriately to challenges is currently not undertaken …. Once research and
data are available, they must be provided as broadly as possible in a format that enables
stakeholders to make informed decisions”.

This is from the letter of September 2015 to PM Turnbull, seeking special attention and funding to
adjust setting and better meet his own objects.
He and Minister Colbeck defaulted to the monopolists’ manta, trust us!

Linking Medical & Economic Parameters to ensure business continuity
The Budget paper and this one contain a systemic consistency around making Australia and its
States and Territories more successful and stable - meshing medical and economic recovery factors
for the first time, possibly in the world. It is certainly better than the Governments have even
dreamt of.
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CRITICAL ISSUES
System defects
o

No locational intelligence - ABS had closed its
series in 2013, no LG business health survey
series. TRA modelling too macro, iD municipal
data dependent on Censuses

o

Wastrel and incompetent political appointees
who must be neutered to stop the monotonic
blundering and economic and community
hardship

o

Political incompetents in ministerial roles, no
repairs, Cabinet suppressed

o

Politicians rejected medical advice of immediate
hospitalisation. NB that worked in Berrigan Shire
and is to be pushed hard against political
stupidity

for discussion ©
Sustainable environment for economic continuity
o Proper State and national plans, formulated on
local inputs
o

Alert system via smart phone aka bushfire
proximity

o

Contingency plan in each LGA, linked to central
HealthWatch on-line facility - to judge scalability
in suburb scale Vs whole regions

o

Code for businesses to move between Stage 2
and higher in their site arrangements, more
flexibly

o

Restore ABS accommodation series or replace via
Tourism Research Australia

o

LGs to be funded by NCC (from its allocation to
polling consultancy) to establish an economic
prosperity report, monthly on-line, showing how
industry sectors and locales are faring re
targetting ongoing stimulus funding streams

o

No PPE or hospital preparedness

o

No prior war-gaming for border closures and
preparation of “SOP”s

o

No understanding of fast/scalable/ targetted
mechanisms & pricing/ payment options

o

Focus on SME health and not on the Big
Businesses on NCC

o

No alert warning systems of Corona proximity
and no scaling of response

o

o

Childcare was grossly out of scale Vs this
analyst’s targetted, limited vouchers based on
employers’ certification (NB latter stolen by
Morrison)

Wider range of types of activities to be funded so
as to achieve integrated economics i.e.
education, energy & IT enterprises (technology
and local support) and boat/vehicle servicing &
upgradings

o

Remove unproductive schemes, projects and
regulations, and commit savings to long-term
local-area revitalisation

Poor stimulus payment schemes

Proper stimulus for enterprises

o

Morrison first on 12 March and subsequent
tranches - reliant on return of BASs which lack
relevant data as well as lagging

o

o

Payment schemes were step then another step
(fixed incremental), not scalable

Cease interference with business continuity,
provide stress and skills supports - stop
pretending there’s no problem and REPAIR
REPAIR REPAIR

o

Unconditional grants for SMEs for re-staffing, reopening, re-stocking, re-training & initial market
awareness

o

$100,000 posited previously, now scalable re
number of employees up to 50 & $250,000,
repayable if found to be less necessary than
claimed

o

Local area childcare based on vouchers given to
participating centres on a weekly basis,
employers’ certification

o

Clean-out of NCC and iA and strengthening of
focussed skill areas

o

Too slow - 91 days delays til first payments on 1
May

o

Too many exclusions - SMEs told to “get a loan”,
then draw down superannuation, casuals (food,
arts etc) excluded

o

Berejiklian $10,000 “corner store” scheme was
ridiculous in its terms (75%+ of turnover lost),
ignorant of facts e.g. wages are c 40% meaning
keeping staff on sees the 60% crippling the
business. 22 August is worse - see box above`

This arrangement brings local government into a positive involvement in the improvement of their
local economies. Add the corridor and town “local solutions” below.
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I note that it is now accepted by NCCC that “The more we can develop predictable, reasoned and
carefully considered closure processes to lock down outbreaks as they occur, then we don't need to
fall back to what is an ultimate sledgehammer squashing an ant by closing the border completely”
(Power on 21 August ’20 in SMH) - but he is the problem as he has picked up that theme from me,
not having any background in the matters. I have the answer and he should go back to far away.
No one sems to be thinking of making routes and towns safer through
•

Advised routes as needing
changes from time to time

•

Safe zones in towns where the
• Special facilities such as bulletin
community arranges separation boards showing out-of-hours
numbers

Further more permanent border changes are being discussed Premier-to-Premier on a
happenstance basis, even down to a permanent change in the Queensland border with NSW which should be tested through a Constitutional Conference. After all, this capriciousness might
not be the best outcome, National Cabinet has been defeating Morrison’s imperialist propositions
and the members should be receiving better briefings than Morrison’s cabal is capable of.
Berejiklian in particular must be curtailed from more opaque and capricious rampaging through
communities.

Morrison’s fused malice with Berejiklian in rejecting OECD and his “hot spot” theory
There is a long tail of consequences from the June 2012 reversal of “due
diligence” in NSW and the fusion from 2015 between the Federal Government
and its Coalition counterpart in NSW via the Turnbull/Baird/Berejiklian cabal.
The characteristics metastasised through changes in Federal Budgetary and
infrastructure planning personal and arrangements. The history and
background are described at https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/.
Recently, the two leaders have been running a one-two dialogue, led by the convict types in Sydney
(of whom this analyst was one), with a mercantile attitude towards health risks that might be
appropriate for the common cold but which carries severe perils where the virus moves silently and
explodes with venom, as every country in the world is finding out in desperate dimensions. Other
State and Territory leaders have been focussed on their own territories and been conservative in
health and movement approaches.
When the PM cries out that he must take over “hot spot” policing from the states and territories,
that is code for no one but Gladys can be trusted to keep the corporate wheels spinning. The
primary beneficiaries are corporate vested interests, invested journalists and buddy wealthy
individuals who comprise the “Class A” citizenry about whom Roy and HG talk so wisely. That is
seen in the confusion about what “stimulus” is: Morrison consulted just a few Big Business
representatives before announcing a National Commission that was pursuing only remote and longterm projects instead of what Morrison had admitted needed to “be in the following few months”.
OECD’s guidelines include early review of wasteful expenditures so as to allocate funds efficiently
to stimulus - and that is urgent considering the sloppy nature of both NSW and Federal
infrastructure programs. They stated, … after a decade of low public capital spending, it is
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necessary to increase high-quality public investment in sectors related to digitalisation, education
and climate change mitigation - areas Morrison and his serfs rejected without reading the report.
The cycle looks like this:
ASSUMPTIONS based on observation
1.
2.

3.
4.

CROSS SECTION OF REINFORCED
CROME-STEEL

There was an intention to shift energy focus to
natural gas, developed by Kunkel’s confidants
NCCC was conceived as a privatisation of the
policy role, firmly under Gaetjen’s control
Operatives were chosen by the confidants
NCCC’s failure has deprived Morrison of
legitimacy and he’ll realise that soon

CAMPAIGN CITADEL

EDUCATION
• Articulate, media savvy,
Zoom costs not met

KEY
Conspirators
Excluded interests

Group confidants

Morrison as PM

Steal approach to Murray zone
Steal approach to continuity

MENZIES CLUB & LOBBIES
• Sold out to Manon, ancillary
to PMO, hostile to
traditionalists

• Blundering is endemic but
camouflaged & denied
• Insecure, bullying, abusive

REGIONAL SMEs
• Confused, sapped, underresourced, uncertain

IMPROVEMENT / HISTORY
• Suppressed, disenfranchised, robbed of IP

FEDERALES

HEALTH
• Confused, very very tired,
media on side, unprepared

Sustain Morrison’s primacy
Reinforce RW of Coalition
Foster Gas lobby, disguise coal
Fight urban MPs e.g. Andrews
Resist wider climate debate
Pretend to be “nation building”
Disguise loss of Menzies values
Mute Party Room misgivings

CLIMATE CHANGE FOCUS
• Disparate & disorganised,
under-resourced, very
smart, inexperienced in
political change

• Deceitful & manipulative of
others’ rights and IP

Disguise targets
Increase donations
Boost WA vote
Foster East Coast
industrial muscle
Suppress renewables

URBAN TERROR
• Scared of hidden
transmission, miss sociable
sites, distraught at loss of
social cross- support

All escape
routes lost

STATE GRINGOS
• Blundering is profound
• NSW Kremlin Inc codified
& internalised by
Berejiklian
• Extreme hubris through
two Premiers’ cycles
• Agenda is destructive of
legacy, committed to HK

Morrison tried to come up with a psychosis-protecting strategy, “I don’t want to be outvoted
again”, but failed:

Hot spots are not a sound basis for ongoing health improvement:
•

The virus becomes active - expelled - from very early in the first victim’s infection - and are
most infectious in 2 to 1 days before symptoms emerge so US reports have it

•

It takes , usually, 6 to 16 days for symptoms to emerge but …

•

50% or so of victims are asymptomatic

•

Current NSW procedures are to identify contacts and advise them to “monitor for
symptoms” without isolating (see taxi case above as a loose example) - which is far too
slow and late.

The Berrigan model is to treat each case as urgent and remove the victim/s from community
contacts. Morrison must drop his brain snap, extend testing to all regions, acquire and
distribute fast-result test kits, and follow the alert app guidelines (above).

The PM and his Treasurer are screaming at the Victorian Premier, in a breakdown (reversal) that
degrades national cohesion and the Coalition’s own “brand”. This is psychotic behaviour shared by
NSW politicians and national and state business lobbies.
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The fusion between the NSW Premier and the PM as NSW and political compatriots is being
exposed as a nation-wrecker.
The unelected Commission, pinned under the thumbs of the PM’s apparatchiks, failed and instead
of glowing on 23 July, was neutered. Morrison had stolen from me, been outwitted by me, and
pulled shutters around his ego at the expense of the National Interest. He has been assisted by
miscreant journalists, especially from News’ organs.
That left the “Tourism PM” with no Tourism stimulus package, with no SME stimulus package, and
with every one of his previous stimulus streams being questioned as too little, too late, too corrupt
and too exclusive. The current news is that the education sector has been diminished, the nursing
home sector been insulted and cruelly parodied, the climate mitigation market abandoned, and
JobKeeper rivers of gold siphoned into Big Business wallets and dividends.
The people who matter least to the Class As are the general citizenry of the country (especially
those soon-to-be born), and the subsets living outside NSW or working in local government,
education, universities, environmental improvement, public ethics and fiscal probity, and plebeian
small and medium businesses. The reality is, they are the guts of an economy but they cannot be
seen from the Sydney and Canberra Citadels.
The Victorian, Queensland, Western Australian and Australian Capital Territory leaders have stood
up for their citizens and been abused by the mercenary NSW Cabal. Morrison and Frydenberg have
been so abused by me and others that their frustration has been diverted towards Melbourne.
Blatant lies have been told by the Cabal about medical interruptions on the Queensland border,
contrary to statements by clinicians on the scene. Morrison and Berejiklian are steadily knocking
over one past ally after another.
Soon, the whole of Australia will tell NSW to pull their heads in, as they did through COAG in 2009.
The issue then is still toxic now. The
planning of Sydney has sponsors’ selfinterests in severe conflict with
demographic, economic, environmental
and sustainability imperatives. “Bust
congestion” has become “Rozelle or Die”,
“there’s no place for ideology” has become
a smorgasbord for Hong Kong.
That we have to pay $40,000,000,000 to
negate our Bradfield legacy so that HK
developers can build tower blocks without
having to pay for infrastructure, without electoral or Parliamentary legitimacy, is insane.
Enough is enough, our society has been bashed enough, pull your heads in and let us get on with
genuine stimulus and caring about our kids’ kids.
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Conclusions
The “Murray/Gibbons Model” presented in this booklet is a comprehensive integration of health
and economic considerations, in moving to genuine STIMULUS - which the Federal and NSW
Governments have not even started - and thence to a “new economy”.
Too many businesses and jobs were lost through dithering and clumsy framing of slow and
untargeted payment streams. RIGHTEOUS BLAME documents them as well as containing “stimulus
economics”. The moral stain across the Morrison and Berejiklian cabinets is there for all to see plagiarism, cronyism, corruption and outright stupidity.
The PM cannot talk about stimulus and leave local governance out of it until he needs them to
watch roads. Our governmental system rejects LOCALISM in a way that would repel UK and US
legislators, as well as several Asian ones. PM Turnbull talked of innovation districts and
walked in the opposite direction. Mrs Turnbull’s Greater Sydney Commission pinched my
concept of “expressnets” for local accessibility, but stuck with Berejiklian’s madcap “point A
to B” trunk routes which defeat GSC’s stated objectives and Budget probity. Baird and
Berejiklian refused to see greyhound racing as a “local problem needing a local solution”, so
the same old problem mix has repeated, back with Jack Lang.
The next booklet in the series is a comprehensive demolition of the Morrison/Frydenberg Budgets
and MYEFOs. The prospect of it forced the Canberra cads to cancel MYEFO, postpone the Budget
and Parliament, then cancel a session. So now they get the enhanced Exocet version.
It again contains the template for a planning overlay which better matches changing demographics,
housing and economic activities with infrastructure. That now includes energy as the new Angus
Taylor package is just as sloppy as was the WS City Deal - both disastrous for Australia and wasteful
of $ billions.
I have pounded the Governments and journalists - and the Governor of the Reserve Bank - over
their fixation on big projects. “Reviewing” is anathema to Frydenberg (opposed to “Budget
repair”) and Berejiklian (psychotic addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake). The
longer Booklet takes the OECD report further in Australian economics.
That they have started to spruik my ideas shows how valuable this overall package is to Australia,
present and future.

PM MORRISON AND PREMIER BEREJIKLIAN MUST REMEDY THAT SHAME
AND BLEACH THE STAIN THROUGH MORAL, PROFESSIONAL
AND POLITICAL RE-ALIGNMENT - FAST.
THIS WORK AND ALL ASSOCIATED WEBSITES, TWITTER AND FACEBOOK MATERIALS, AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS,
ARE COPYRIGHT AND CARRY AN IMPUTED VALUE OF $30 MILLION AS CALCULATED AGAINST
BEREJIKLIAN PRECEDENTS. INFRINGEMENT OF/ON ANY SCALE WILL PRODUCE AN INVOICE
IN THE SPIRIT OF “BREAK IT, YOU BOUGHT IT”.
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